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Abstract--Generalizing Miiller and Scheerer's method which is used to parallelize the tridiagonai 
solvers, this paper presents a parallel method for solving the circulant block-tridiagonai systems. The 
applications of our result to solve the block-tridiagonal systems, the banded systems, and the circulant 
tridiagonai systems (for example, solving the closed B-spline curve fitting) are also addressed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Solving the blockotridiagonal systems and the banded systems is very important in many ap- 
plications [1]. Previously, extending the method of odd-even reduction [2], Rodrigue et al. [3] 
proposed a parallel banded solver; Kapur and Browne [4] proposed a parallel block tridiagonal 
solver on reconfigurable array computers; Utku, Salama, and Melosh [5] proposed a parallel solver 
for factorizing the Hermitian block tridiagonal systems. Based on the incomplete decompositions, 
van der Vorst [6] proposed parallel solvers for large tridiagonal and block-tridiagonal systems. In 
the Meier's paper [7], Wang's partition method [8] is generalized to the banded systems. Based 
on the iterative method and the preconditioner, Ruggiers and Galligani [9] proposed a parallel 
block-tridiagonal system solver. 
Recently, Miiller and Scheerer [10] proposed a partition method to parallelize the tridiagonal 
solvers. Linear systems having circulant coefficient matrices appear in many applications, for 
example, computer graphics [11,12]. How to generalize the method of Mfiller and Scheerer [10] 
to solve the circulant block-tridiagonal systems, the circulant ridiagonal systems, the block 
tridiagonal systems, and the banded systems i  an interesting and important research problem. 
Generalizing Miiller and Scheerer's method, this paper presents a parallel method for solv- 
ing the circulant block-tridiagonal systems. The applications of our result to solve the block- 
tridiagonal systems, the banded systems, and the circulant ridiagonal systems (for example, 
solving the closed B-spline curve fitting) are also addressed. 
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2. A PARALLEL  SOLVER 
This section presents a parallel solver for the circulant block-tridiagonal systems and the circu- 
lant tridiagonal systems. In addition, some applications of our parallel solver are also investigated. 
Throughout this paper, matrices are represented by uppercase l tters, vectors by bold lowercase 
letters, and scalars by plain lowercase letters. Following the same notations used in [9], given 
a circulant block-tridiagonal system Ax = d, we let A be an n x n circulant block tridiagonal 
matrix 
A1 B1 C1 
C2 A2 B2 
C3 A3 B3 
Xl) (dl) 
X2 d2 
A= .. .. .. , x= . ,d - -  . , 
• . . 
".. ".. "-. Xn dn 
C.A .  
where A~, Bi, and C~, 1 < i < n, denote q x q submatrices; xi and di denote the subvectors of x 
and d, respectively. 
Using the concept of the partition method in [10], naturally, we partition the previous circulant 
block-tridiagonal system to p subsystems for p processors, then each processor works on n/p  
consecutive quations (without loss of generality, we assume that n/p  = m is an integer). For 
k = 1 , . . . ,p  and i = 1 , . . . ,n /p ,  let A(k) A ~(k) C~k) 1"1 i = 2 l (k_ l )m+i ,  a.., i : S (k_ l )m+i ,  = C(k_ l )m+i ,  
x~ k) = x(k-])m+i, and d~ k) = d(k-1)m+~, and let 
/c / / C (k) = A (k) = B (k) ' " . .  " . .  " . .  ' ~ , 
°o 
(x?) / 
x (k) = x(2 kl 
therefore, the vectors x and d can be rewritten by 
X (2) 
x = : and d = 
x(p) 
(d?) / 
and d k = d~k) 
: 
I dO) 1 d(2) 
dip) 
According to the above partition manner and the definition of symbolic notations, for the first 
subsystem, we have 
A (1) x (I) + B (1) x~ 2) + C (1) x~ ) = d (1). (1) 
Similarly, for the last (the pth) subsystem, we have 
B (p) x~ 1) -{- C (p) X(m p-D -I- A (p) x (p) = d (p). (2) 
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For the remaining (p - 2) subsystems, the k th, 2 _< k _< p - 1, subsystem is of the form: 
C (k) X(m k-l) + A (k) x (~) + B (~) x~ k+l) = d (~). (3) 
In order to unify the equations of (1)-(3), we let 
x (°) = x (p) and x (p+I) = x (~), 
then each subsystem is given by 
A (k) x (~) = d (~) - B (k) x~ k+l) - C (k) X(m k-l), for 1 < k < p. 
Here, we assume that each A (k) is nonsingular. Let 
A(k) u(k) = d(k), A(k) y(k) = B(k), and A (~) Z (k) = C (k), (4) 
suppose one processor is assigned to solve (4) and each processor sequentially solves its own three 
subsystems of (4) independently and simultaneously by using the Gaussian elimination. We have 
x (k) = u (~) - Y(~) x~ k+l) - Z (~) x~ (k-l), (5) 
since 
A(k) {u(k)_  y(k)x~k+1)_ Z(k)x~_t)} = d(k) _ B(k)X~k+1)_ C(k)x~_l)  
= A (k) x(k). 
Before obtaining x (k) for 1 <_ k <_ p, the two parametric vectors, x~ k+1) and x~ -1), on the 
right hand side of (5) shared by adjacent subsystems must be determined first. We define rk to 
be the number of entries of vector x~k); sk to be the number of entries of vector x~ ). Let y(k) 
be the first rk row of y(k )  and ~(k) be the first rk row of Z (k), in addition, y(k) and Z (k) be the 
last sk row of y(k) and Z (k), respectively. By (5), we have the following parametric system: 
x~ = u~ _ y~k~ x~+1~ _ ~ x~-l~; 
x~ = u~ - Y~ x~ +I - z ~ x~ -~. 
It is clear that the above parametric system has two shared parametric vectors, namely x~ k+1) 
and x~ -D. After reordering each parametric system in order to align these two parametric 
vectors, respectively, we have 
x~ ~ + ~ x~-~ + y~ x~+1~ =u~k~; 
z~ x~ -I~ + Y~ x~ ~+I~ + x~ = u~.  
In general, for 1 < k < p, we have the remaining smaller parametric system, called the reduced 
parametric system, to be solved. 
X~ 1) + Z(1) x(m°) + y'(1) x~2) = u~l); 
z ~1~ x~ + y_~l~ x~2~ +x~ = u~; 
x~ 2~ + ~2x~ + ~2~ x~ = u~2~; 
g ~ x~ + y~l x~3~ +x~ = u~; 
x~"~ + ~ x~ -~ + ~¢~ x~ "+~ = .~; 
z~.~ x~ -~ +_Y~.~ x~ "+~ + x~ = u~.  
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Z_(s) y(2) I 
• • ° 
I Z(P) Y(P) 
k I z(p) Y(p) 
X(m p) Ul 1) 
xl 2) 2) 
x?) 
• ° 
X? ) U(m p-l) 
u?) 
Xl 1) U(m p) 
(6) 
It is observed that the structure of the above reduced parametric system preserves the same 
structure of the original system, a circulant block-tridiagonal structure. 
Previously, some authors [13] also examined the reduced system in parallel, based on the 
assumption: p << the order of A. Following the same assumption and approach, we now collect 
the coefficients of all parametric vectors into one specific processor. Once the specific processor 
solves the reduced system, the solutions of x~ k) and x~ ) are sent to the k th processor for 1 < k < p. 
Then each processor performs the substitutions to obtain the final results. 
We next consider the case of the blockotridiagonal system, that is, C1 = O and Bn = O 




X? ) U(m p-l) 





• ° • 
I Z(P) 
y(1) / 
I -~2 ~(2) 
Z(2) y(2) 
Since a banded system is a special case of the circulant block-tridiagonal systems, it can be 
solved in parallel by using our parallel scheme for solving the block tridiagonal system• 
In what follows, we concentrate on solving the closed curve fitting problem as the representation 
of the circulant ridiagonal class [11]. Closed curve fitting is important in computer-aided design, 
graphics, pattern recognition, and picture processing [14]. The task of closed curve fitting is to 
construct a smooth closed curve that fits a given set of n points in the space. B-spline curve 
interpolation is a good fitting tool because a local shape change of the curve affects only its 
vicinity• Some sequential methods for efficient curve interpolation i  O(n) time using B-splines 
have been proposed in [14]. 
In the following, we describe how to transform the closed B-spline curve fitting problem into 
the solution of a circulant linear system• Suppose we are given a set of points, bi = (xi, y~, zi) 
for 1 < i < n. According to [14], the corner points of a fourth-order closed B-spline curve, which 
is a piecewise cubic curve, can be expressed by a weighted average of three control points: 
1 
bl = ~(Cn + 4Cl + c2), 
1 
bn = ~(Cn-1 + 4Cn + C1), and 
1 
bi = ~(Ci-1 "4- 4ei -4- ei+l) , fo r2<i  <n-1 .  
They form a system of n equations in n unknowns for each coordinate. The above system of 
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equations can be equivalently transformed into / 41 1)/el//hi / 
1 4 1 c2 b2 
° .  "Oo °Oo ° ~6 " . 
1 4 1 cn-1 bn-1 
1 1 4 Cn bn 
(8) 
After solving the circulant linear system of (8), we can obtain the control points, ci's, of the n 
defining polygon vertices. 
By the previous arguments in solving the circulant block-tridiagonal systems, (8) can be solved 
in parallel by using our parallel scheme since (8) is also a special case of the circulant block- 
tridiagonal systems. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a parallel method to solve the circulant block-tridiagonal systems in a 
machine-independent manner. In addition, our parallel scheme can be applied to solve the other 
three special classes of linear systems, namely the block-tridiagonal systems, the banded systems, 
and the circulant ridiagonal systems. On a real parallel organization such as hypercube networks, 
how to balance each work load in each processor to achieve the best performance in our method 
is the future research topic. 
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